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Since 1994, Contentech has grown into a global
one-stop shop for multilingual content solutions
with an extensive track record of outstanding
successes within the EMEA region and beyond.

We put your needs at the heart of our strategy
and leverage a fusion of technology and highly-
qualified talents to craft a better conversational
experience for your business.

No matter your industry, Contentech is your go-
to place for all your communication challenges
across more than 100 languages.

Company
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Company Structure
We bring top talents to fullfil top client's needs



Our Solutions

Translation & Localization SEO/SEM Localization

Creative content creation

Multimedia Localization

MT/MTPEMultilingual DTP

Data tagging/annotation

Crowdsourcing

Content/software/apps Localization



Our Technology
those who have the right technology in place win the race

In-house PMS

After 25+yrs of experience, we
developed our own localization project
management system that take care of

every little details of our project
workflow and allow our PMs to plan

projects ahead and automate processes
 

Custom Translation Engines

We have trained many translation
engines for certain subject matters such
as life science, legal, medical ..etc for a

few language pairs and we are working
to extend our resources to support more

language 

Translation Management System

We're proud to have our own CAT tool
"TMS" which helps us deliver projects in
a faster time with the highest possible

quality, it retrieves project-specific
translation memories and glossaries,

and assign translators, reviewers,
proofreaders and the rest of the

translation team.



Our Technology
those who have the right technology in place win the race

In-house RMS

Our resource management system is the  
backbone of our business, it forces work

procedures to ensure every resource
added to the system is vetted and

passed the onboarding phases, It also
allow our teams to rate, evaluate and
segment resources based on subject

matters and previous feedback of PMs

Integration with 3rd parties

Whenever required to integrate with any
other solutions on the market, we have 
 a team of localization engineers who

take care of complex integration

Latest Localization Tools

Our DTPiers & localizers are
professionals and up to date with the
industry technologies, we have talents

who can manage subtitling, screen edit,
dubbing,  files conversions, video &
audio editing tools in both Mac and

Windows operating systems



Industries We Help
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Tech & Telecom
Alcatel, 3G mobile,
Siemens, Microsoft, Dell,
HP, Canon, IBM

Life Science & Medical
Bayer, Health Passport
Worldwide, Johnson, Pfizer,
Roche, Novo Nordisk

Industrial & Manufacturing
Cochrane Global, Nedap, Toshiba,
Optimum Vehicle Logistics, Nipro,
Grid Solutions, P&G
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Consumers & Electronics
Philips, Carrefour, Belkin, Linksys,
Rheem, Alibaba, Amazon, Jumia

Oil, Gas & Energy
Borregaard, Danfoss
Power, Equinor, Weir
Minerals

3 6eLearning & Edu
African Management
Institute, Coursera, McGraw
Hill Books, Discovery
Education

Finance & Legal
Fragomen, Hogan Lovells,
Norton Rose Fulbright,
DLA Piper

9 And much more ..
Biochemical, Automotive
Environment, Safety,  Military,
Agriculture, 

Consulting & Media
Ernst & Young, Arthur D.
Little, Accenture, Dupont
Sustainable Solutions



Resources
Management

Our RMS maintains all our resource data, capabilities, production
rates and prices, work schedules, task progress and evaluation
records in one easy to use interface. Hence it facilitates the process
of selecting the most appropriate resources for each task, based
on their capability, availability and achievement record.

Contentech

VETTED & TESTED & TRAINED
Our Global Front Line (GFL) sets strict
criteria to add a resource to our pool,
including verifying their certificates,
work references, passing a test and
attending our video training course 

LOCAL, NATIVE TALENTS
It's not an option, our resources

are not only natives but also
have a BSC in languages studies

and they only translate to their
mother-home language

GAMIFICATION
When the work is fun, quality is done.

Our resources receive badges and
incentives when they outperform and
deliver good experience to our clients,

we beleive this is a quality driver



Middle Eastern Languages
Arabic, Hebrew, Farsi/Persian, Turkish, Kurdish,
Dari, Urdu, Pashto

African Languages
Somali, Amharic, Afrikaans, Hausa, Sesotho,
Igbo, Swahili, Kinyarwanda, Xhosa, Yoruba,
Zulu

Asian Languages
Hindi, Bengali, Marathi, Telugu, Tamil, Gujarati,
Kannada, Malayalam, Odia, Sinhala, Punjabi,
Nepali, Kashmiri, Burmese, Indonesian, Khmer,
Lao, Malay, Tagalog, Thai, Vietnamese,
Japanese, Korean, Simplified Chinese,
Traditional Chinese

Languages we
Translate to
Most of source languages are English, French,
German, but always reach to check for more

European Languages
German, French, Polish, Italian, Spanish,
Russian, Dutch, Ukrainian, Portuguese and
many more



25+ yrs of
experience
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Stand by
our words

04

Different time
zones support
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Quality
driven
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Native/Vetted
talents
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Personal
AM/PM
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Technology 
early adaptors

03

ISO 17100
certified

06

Go-to-
market guide
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Why
Onboarding
us?
Top LSPs rely on our team for many
reasons, but most important ones are
reliability, scalability,  and quality of
deliverables!



We thank you for
your time

Contentech

sam@contentech.com


